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Summary y 

Inn this thesis I describe the results of my research performed using X-ray data 
obtainedd with the EXOSATand the Ginga satellites. The main aim of die research 
wass to study the correlated changes in the spectral and fast-timing behaviour of 
differentt X-ray sources. This method was successfully applied by Hasinger & Van 
derr Klis (1989J on bright galactic bulge X-ray sources containing neutron stars, 
whoo found that these X-ray sources can be divided into two classes, based on 
theirr spectral and fast-timing properties: the so-called atoll- and Z-sources. This 
thesiss is parüy an extension of the work done by them. 

Inn chapter 1 I give a short overview of the research which has been done 
onn black-hole candidates, since three chapters of this thesis are about sources 
whichh are or used to be black-hole candidates. In chapter 2 I wil l describe some 
partss of the data reduction in some detail, mainly focussed on how we deal with 
effectss that are unwanted, but present in the data. 

Inn chapter 3 we study the behaviour of the source 4U 1702-42. We analyzed 
twoo EXOSAT observations of this source, and detected X-ray bursts in one of 
them.. We found that the spectral and fast-temporal behaviour of 4U 1702-42 is 
similarr to that of other atoll sources in the "banana-state" and that therefore 4U 
1702-422 is probably also an atoll source. The characteristics of the X-ray bursts 
fromm Üiis source are roughly similar to those of the classical burst (and atoll) 
sourcee 4U 1636-53 when üiis source is in the so-called "banana-state". Another 
propertyy with respect to which the source 4U 1702-42 is similar to other burst 
sourcess is die persistent flux expressed as a fraction of the Eddington limit . 

Inn chapter 4 we study the spectral behaviour of the Z-source GX 340+0 and 
correlatee this with simultaneous radio data. It has been found by Penninx et 
al.. (1988), and Hjellming et al. (1990a,b) that the radio flux of several Z sources 
(GXX 17+2, CygX-2, Sco X-l ) is correlated with the position of the source in a so 
calledd X-ray "colour-colour diagram". The highest radio fluxes are observed in 
thee horizontal branch state. For the Z source GX5-1 Tan et al. (1992) found the 
highestt radio flux when me source was in the normal branch and a low radio flux 
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whenn the source was in the horizontal branch. For GX 340+0 we find that there is 
aa possible correlation between the radio and X-ray flux on long time scales, but 
thatt on short timescales this correlation does not hold. 

Inn chapter 5 we study the fast-timing behaviour of Cir X-l in correlation with 
itss spectral behaviour. Until recently Cir X-l was a strong black-hole candidate 
basedd on its strong variability {similar to that of Cyg X-l , see chapter 1). With 
thee detection of X-ray bursts from Cir X-l , however, by Tennant et al. in 1986, 
itss neutron-star character was established. From our study we conclude that 
att certain times the rapid variability of Cir X-l is indeed very similar to that of 
otherr black-hole candidates, while at other times it is very similar to that of atoll 
sources.. We interpret this in terms of special properties of Cir X-l : its magnetic 
fieldd is weak (similar to that of atoll sources), while it reaches high accretion 
ratess (similar to Z-sources and black-hole candidates). When its mass accretion 
iss moderate it behaves very similar to atoll sources, because of its weak magnetic 
field. . 

Wee find long-term changes in the behaviour of Cir X-l . Due to the sparse 
dataa sampling we are not able to derive conclusive results, but we propose that 
ann important ingredient in the long-term behaviour is a long-term period. This 
periodd may be the result of apsidal motion or, possibly, disk precession. 

Inn chapter 6 we study the iron line of GS 2023+338 and its variability. This iron 
linee with an energy of 6.4 keV is formed by reprocessing of the X-ray flux formed 
nearr the compact object. We find that the iron line is not (or hardly) variable on 
timee scales shorter than 200 s, while on longer time scales the strength of the 
ironn line is variable. This suggests that the size of the iron line emitting region is 
off  the order of 100 light seconds, and that variations on shorter time scales are 
smearedd out due to different light travel times. 

Inn the last chapter (7) we report on the results of an analysis of all Ginga 
dataa of GS 2023+338. During its outburst in 1989 data have been collected with 
thee LAC in board of Ginga during ~ 6 months. We have made a study of the 
spectrall  and variation properties of this source, roughly similar as for Cir X-l . 
Ourr conclusions from this work are: (i) changes in the local absorption play an 
importantt role in the spectral behaviour in the colour-colour diagram and in the 
variabilityy behaviour below ~ 4 keV, and (ii) the power spectrum of GS 2023+338 
iss similar to that of other black-hole candidates in the "low" state. However, 
smalll  differences between the power spectra of the black-hole candidates are 
presentt (possibly related to different masses of the compact object). 


